Theoretical Investigation of the Mechanisms of ERK2 Enzymatic Catalysis.
ERK2 are protein kinases that during the enzymatic catalysis, in contrast to traditional enzymes, utilize additional interactions with substrates outside of the active sites. It is widely believed that these docking interactions outside of the enzymatic pockets enhance the specificity of these proteins. However, the molecular mechanisms of how the docking interactions affect the catalysis remain not well understood. Here, we develop a simple theoretical approach to analyze the enzymatic catalysis in ERK2 proteins. Our method is based on first-passage process analysis, and it provides explicit expressions for all dynamic properties of the system. It is found that there are specific binding energies for substrates in docking and catalytic domains that lead to maximal enzymatic reaction rates. Thus, we propose that the role of the docking interactions is not only to increase the enzymatic specificity but also to optimize the dynamics of the catalytic process. Our theoretical results are utilized to describe experimental observations on ERK2 enzymatic activities.